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Minutes of the Meeting

These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota
Senate; none of the comments, conclusions or actions reported in these minutes reflect the views of, nor
are they binding on, the senate, the administration or the Board of Regents.

[In these minutes: Draft Discrimination Policy; Board of Regents Policy: Targeted Business;
Resolution on Mitigating Bias in Faculty Tenure/Promotion Process; Reflections on this Year and
Planning fot Next]

PRESENT: Ross VeLure Roholt (chair), Tracey Anderson, Noro Andriamanalina, Caroline
Bender, Miguel Fiol, Joseph Gerteis, Jeremy Jenkins, Josephine Lee, Anna Horning Nygren,
Barbara Peterson, Virajita Singh, Nan Thurston, Simon Tran, Aleeya Verdi, Matthew Verkuilen,
Stuart Yeh

REGRETS: Vincente Diaz, Weihong Tang

ABSENT: Thu Danh, Veronica Fisher, Ashok Singh

GUESTS: Sharon Banks, executive director, Office for Business and Community Economic
Development; Tina Marisam, director, Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action; Linda
Frizzell, member, Social Concerns Committee; Ben Munson, chair, and Ryan Machtmes and
Deena Wassenberg, members, Disabilities Issues Committee

OTHERS: Megan Sweet, assistant to the president, Office of the President

1. Draft Administrative Policy: Discrimination
Professor Ross VeLure Roholt, chair, called the meeting to order and welcomed Tina Marisam,
director, Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action (EOAA). Marisam provided an overview of
a draft new administrative policy on discrimination. Members of the Disabilities Issues
Committee and the Social Concerns Committee had been invited to attend this section of the
meeting as well, and members from both groups were present.

Marisam explained that although the Board of Regents Policy: Equity, Diversity, Equal
Opportunity and Affirmative Action implicitely prohibits discrimination, there was no current
administrative policy expressly prohibiting, or indeed defining, discrimintaion. Therefore, the
goals of the new policy, said Marisam, were to define what conduct is prohibited as
discrimination, provide fair and transparent procedures for responding to concerns, provide a
central repository of guidance on how to request and provide reasonable accommodations for
disability, religion, pregnancy and lactation, etc.

Marisam gave a brief summary of the content of the draft policy:
● Codifies EOAA’s practices
● Defines prohibited discrimination as:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tMM6wY7azm-HCARjlMDPdltbneNtG3DL/view?usp=sharing
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○ conduct or actions that adversely affect a term or condition of an individual’s
employment or education because of a protected characteristic; or

○ a denial of reasonable accommodations that are required to accommodate an
individual’s disability; religion; or pregnancy, childbirth, lactation, or related
medical conditions;

○ discriminatory harassment (further defined in the policy documents).

In terms of administrative procedures, continued Marisam, the new policy proposes no major
changes for cases with student respondents. For cases with employee respondents, the only major
change is that the respondent would have the opportunity to appeal EOAA’s decision.

Marisam noted that consultation would continue in the fall, then opened up the floor for
questions and comments. Linda Frizzell, member, Social Concerns Committee, offered the
following feedback:

● Make sure to include Two-Spirited where appropriate, such as regarding spiritual
practices and gender identity.

● She appreciated the clear definition of diversity in the first slide (quoted from Board of
Regents Policy: Equity, Diversity, Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action).

In addition, members of the three committees had the following questions:
● What is the plan to deal with the issue of protected speech vs non-protected speech?

Marisam said that they were working on a frequently asked question document that
discusses the protections provided by the first amendment and academic freedom and the
policy’s application to complaints about classroom conduct. Marisam said that they
would be seeking additional feedback on this issue through consultation.

● Should the mandatory reporting requirement be expanded to include concerns of
discrimination? Marisam said that this point was also the subject of much discussion.
Some of the feedback was that some of the conduct prohibited in this policy can be a
daily occurrence, and those who experience discrimination need to be able to talk about it
without worrying about whether it will be reported.

● How would this policy interact with University of Minnesota police forces? Including
police interactions with the public seems like a way to respond to some of the current
concerns on this front. Marisam explained that currently, EOAA has jursidiction to
respond to dsicriminiation concerns that law enforcement has engaged in discrimination
in the course of their employment; for example, if a police supervisor discriminates
against other officers in their employment. EOAA is not charged to respond to bias or
discrimination in policing. However, she said, it is an open question, and no major
discussions have taken place about it.

● Would this policy act as a means for people with disabilities to grieve cases where their
accommodations aren’t being met in the employment or learning environment? Marisam
said yes; EOAA already does that, but it is not well publicized because of the lack of a
current policy. Failure to accommodate is in the new policy’s definition of discrimination.

● Are there colleges/schools that have their own codes of conduct for students and/or
employees, and is there a repository for them? Marisam answered that there are some, but
that she was not aware of a central repository. However, she added, local discrimination
policies generally refer to the University-wide policy, so there would be no conflict.



Members thanked Marisam for her work on this important policy.

2. Board of Regents Policy: Targeted Business, Community Economic Development, and
Small Business Programs

Next Marisam was joined by Sharon Banks, executive director, Office for Business and
COmmunity Economic Development, to consult on Board of Regents Policy: Targeted Business,
Community Economic Development, and Small Business Programs. They provided a summary of
the policy and the proposed changes.

Marisam noted that the University runs a targeted business program, which is required by this
Board of Regents. The programs goals are to:

● leverage the University’s spending on construction projects, and other goods and services
contracts, to promote economic development in our communities;

● increase the University’s purchasing from historically underrepresented businesses owned
by women, minorities, and persons with disabilities; and

● increase the proportion of women, minorities and persons with disabilities who work on
University construction contracts.

With regard to the term “minorities,” Marisam explained that it is a term of art in the supplier
diversity field and laws to refer to people of color and American Indians. Therefore, she said, it
is used in the policy, even though it is not a preferred term in the Office for Equity and Diversity
(OED) or the at the University.

The goals of the changes, Marisam continued, were to:
● more accurately describe the targeted business program in contracts for construction

projects;
● more accurately and specifically describe the targeted business program in contracts for

non-construction goods and services;
● more clearly describe the University’s commitment to outreach to small businesses; and
● remove the policy’s focus on urban communities so that it will apply more broadly to all

University campuses.

Tracey Anderson thanked Marisam and Banks for recognizing the systemwide nature of this
policy, and expanding it to include non-urban areas. Members had no additional feedback, and
thanked Marisam and Banks for their work.

3. Resolution on Mitigating Bias in Faculty Tenure/Promotion Process
Next, VeLure Roholt and Stuart Yeh shared updates and revisions to the Resolution on
Mitigating Bias in Faculty Tenure/Promotion Process. Yeh also shared a FAQ document he had
created to address questions and concerns that had come up in consultation with other
committees.

Yeh and VeLure Roholt summarized meetings they had attended of the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee (AF&T) and the Senate Judicial Committee (SJC). They registered
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surprise that although people generally seemed to agree that there is the potential for bias in the
promotion and tenure process, many people did not seem to believe that it is actually a problem,
and wanted to see evidence of the problem. VeLure Roholt noted that there also seemed to be a
lot of resistance to the idea of adding additional levels of bureaucracy, which he acknowledged
was somewhat justified; however, he said, extra bureaucracy is sometimes necessary to shift a
system. Both felt that both committees’ reaction to the proposal had been somewhat hostile. Yeh
noted that while this was frustrating, it was also incredibly valuable, as it had surfaced some
misunderstandings, which constitute one of the reasons that discrmination continues to occur.

Anderson commented that asking for examples of the problem is not necessarily the same as
denying that there is one. Crafting a solution to a poorly-defined problem sabotages the effort,
she said; it is important to back up such proposals with data.

Josephine Lee pointed out that people who are tenured have gone through the process
successfully, and may assume that it works.

VeLure Roholt asked the committee to look through the FAQ document and offer feedback. He
noted that he and Yeh would be attending a meeting of the Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs
(SCFA) in the coming days, and that he and Yeh would work on the proposal over the summer in
preparation for further consultation in the fall.

4. Reflection on This Year and Planning for Next
Finally, VeLure Roholt asked the committee to reflect upon this year, and offer any suggestions
or goals for next year.

Miguel Fiol said that the Medical School wasl putting together a group to look into relief efforts
around the COVID-19 situation in India. He invited members to contact him if they were
interested in joining this effort. He mentioned vaccine inequity in general as a possible topic to
look at.

VeLure Roholt informed the committee that he would be stepping down as chair, and that
Barbara Peterson had agreed to serve as chair next year. He thanked members for their work,
engagement, commitment, and energy during this very difficult year, and adjourned the meeting.
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